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To review the available roles, click the Roles and Users node, and then click Roles. Each role
displays the available permissions for each ArchiveOne Admin node, indicating whether the
permissions for the role on that node are Full, Partial, or None.

To review or change the permissions for a role,

Select the role, and and then click Properties in the toolbar. The Role definitions dialog1.
displays:

 
The ArchiveOne Admin nodes are displayed in the Nodes section. Select a node to display the2.
permissions in the Permissions for the selected node section. If the role is fixed, the
permissions are grayed out. Select the required permissions.
Permissions can also be reviewed per node. Select the desired node, for example, click the3.
Repositories node, and then click Role definition or Configure roles and their
permissions in the toolbar. The Role definitions dialog displays.
Select a role to display the permissions. If the role is fixed, the permissions are grayed out.4.
Select the required permissions.
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Alternatively, you can review the role configuration for roles in the way they control
access to the widgets on the ArchiveOne Web Admin website by clicking the How to
Create Web Roles node. In general, the rights available on a node correspond to the
menu options on that node. For instance, if you have the Run Searches right, then you
can start a search and view and retrieve messages.
One exception to this, is that no pre-defined role has the Recycle Bin Node enabled. To
enable this option, which should be done with caution, you must create a custom role and
assign it this permission.

Set an Override

Any user can have a different role defined for any specific repository, archive search, or mailbox
object. Use this option to specify that a particular user has, for instance, the ADMINISTRATOR role for
a particular repository, whereas their usual role of READ ONLY would apply for all other repositories
and other objects.

Click on a suitable object, for instance, click the Repositories node, click on a repository, and1.
then click Role assignment in the toolbar. 
The Repository Role Assignment dialog displays:2.

You can add any user who is a member of the ArchiveOne Users group. If a user is removed3.
from that group, they may still have an entry on this dialog but it is ignored as the user is no
longer allowed to use ArchiveOne Admin.
Role assignments on this dialog only affects the selected object. If a user is not listed on this4.
dialog, their rights on this object are the same as their rights on all other objects, either
explicitly or through the default role.
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View Role Assignments

To view a summary of role assignments on all objects, click the Roles and Users node, and then
click Overrides. As with all Admin displays, the column order can be changed by dragging the
column title bar and the row order can be sorted by clicking on the appropriate column heading. This
is useful here for grouping nodes or users.

Overrides do not apply to ArchiveOne Web Admin widget permissions.
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